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Connect the dots between Wall Street and the Local Gas 
Pump  

The Wall Street/NYMEX gasoline contract has increased 86c a 
gallon in the last 90 days [Dec 14 through March 14]. Since mid-
December, 86c more per gallon means Connecticut drivers pay 
$3.6 million more per day, every day, for gasoline. That’s $25 

million more per week than we paid in mid-December. 

 Financial industry speculators have overtaken commodity markets  
 10 years ago actual producers and users of energy and agricultural 

commodities made up 70-80% of the markets, with only 20-30% 
speculators; 

 Now, that has flipped and 70-80% of the commodity markets are 
controlled by financial industry speculation and only 20-30% of the 
markets are the actual legitimate hedgers of purchases of energy and 
food;  

 6 years ago Wall Street brought out commodity index funds, resulting in 
$200-$400 billion of strictly speculative investments in commodity markets 
and that is contributing to the rise in food and energy prices. Review how 
one Wall Street investment house sells these instruments… 

"How do I sell something that I don’t own, or why would I buy something I don’t 
need". The answer is simple. When trading futures, you never actually buy or sell 
anything tangible; you are just contracting to do so at a future date. You are merely 
taking a buying or selling position as a speculator, expecting to profit from rising or falling 
prices. You have no intention of making or taking delivery of the commodity you are 
trading, your only goal is to buy low and sell high, or vice-versa. Before the contract 
expires you will need to relieve your contractual obligation to take or make delivery by 
offsetting (also known as unwind, or liquidate) your initial position. Therefore, if you 
oiginally entered a short position, to exit you would buy, and if you had originally entered 
a long position, to exit you would sell.  [http://www.altavest.com/education/default.aspx]  

 The clear, unmistakable message from Wall Street itself is that investing in 
commodities has no purpose other than betting on the daily price 
movements of commodities. This act works to artificially inflate the value 
of these commodities by those with, as Wall Street itself states, without 



the intention of ever delivering anything to the commodities market or 
taking delivery of anything from the commodities market. 

 In mid-December, the NYMEX gasoline contract was at $2.48 - today that 
is $3.34 – [Dec 14 through Mar 14] an increase in 86c a gallon in 90 days, 
all while US gasoline consumption is down, down 2.5% last year and 
down every year since 2007. The 86c increase in 90 days is not 
attributable to India, China or Europe - the last 90 days and 86c of gas 
price increases has been due to speculation; 

The charts provided further in this presentation update these numbers through 
March 28th.   

 To the extent there are those who would contend the recent increase 
in gasoline prices is due to the increased price of crude oil. Review the 
WTI/Crude oil chart from the CME/NYMEX. From Mid-December 
through March 28th the crude contract went from $94 per barrel to 
$106.80 per barrel. As each barrel contains 42 gallons, for every $1 
increase in the price of crude oil one would expect roughly 2c 
additional cost of refined products made from that barrel. Therefore, an 
increase in $12 per barrel on crude would yield an additional 24c on 
the cost of refined products. 

 Yet, now turning to the RBOB/Gasoline chart from the CME/NYMEX, 
we see that from Mid-December through March 28th the contract price 
of gasoline increased from $2.48 a gallon to $3.40 a gallon. That is a 
92c a gallon increase in just over 90 days. If the increase from the 
price of a barrel of crude oil yielded 24c a gallon, but the total gasoline 
contract increase was 92c, then where does the other 68c a gallon 
come from? What are its drivers? 

 

 What do these increases in Wall Street gasoline contract values of 92c 
 a gallon from Mid-December through March 28th mean? 

US Gasoline Consumption 
 
138,496,176,000 gallons annually 
 
11,541,348,000 gallons monthly 
 
380,000,000 gallons daily 
 
CME/NYMEX Gasoline contract increase of 92c a gallon between mid-December and 
March 28th would translate into an increased cost of gasoline to American consumers of 
$10.6 billion per month in March versus December. 
 



CME/NYMEX Gasoline contract increase of 92c a gallon between mid-December and 
March 28th would translate into an increased cost of gasoline to American consumers of 
$353 million per day in March versus December. 
 
There is a direct connection between the movements of the CME/NYMEX commodities 
exchange prices for energy and the cash markets at the wholesale level paid by 
retailers, and then on to consumers. 
 
At the State of Connecticut’s largest wholesale gasoline supply point, New Haven 
Harbor, the wholesale price of gasoline was $2.60 per gallon. By March 28th that had 
risen to $3.23 per gallon. The NYMEX gasoline contract had gone up 92c a gallon and 
that led wholesale gasoline prices up by 63c per gallon. With wholesale, physical market 
gasoline prices lagging the NYMEX gasoline contract through that period, it is a signal of 
potentially higher wholesale gasoline prices to come and, as a result, higher retail prices 
to consumers. 
 
With an increased cost to consumers to fill up of $15 between December and March, this 
increased cost per week effectively wipes out most, if not all, of what a worker gained 
from the weekly payroll tax cut enacted by the Congress in February. 

 The commodity markets are overseen by the CFTC [Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission], who put in place a position limits regulation after the 
first of year to restrain strictly financial speculation in these markets and 
the financial services industry sued the CFTC in federal court, saying the 
rules were not necessary; ask anyone buying energy or food, given these 
massive price increases, whether they think restraining the financial 
industry is necessary;  

 The financial services industry drove America nearly into another 
Great Depression in 2008, from which we are only now beginning to 
emerge. Congress passed the Dodd-Frank law to regulate the reckless 
and irresponsible behavior of Wall Street and that law, and all the 
agencies responsible for implementing that law, need to be strongly 
supported and the law needs to be allowed to work for the American 
people.  

Act Now 

 We would throw all financial speculators out of these markets and make 
all energy and agricultural commodities 100% deliverable, which is to say 
if you invest in these markets you MUST be able to take actual delivery of 
the commodities you invest in - NOT simply play the Wall Street casino 
game of placing bets and bidding up the price of energy and food and 
leaving Americans with paying the bill; 

 Support greater domestic energy production; 
 The Federal Reserve’s monetary policy of reducing the value of the dollar 

hurts commodity prices as commodities are priced in dollars; we need the 
Fed to defend the dollar. Raising the Fed funds rate from 0.25 to 1% 
would have a significant effect on commodity prices; 



 Support adequate funding for the CFTC, reject proposals to cut their 
funding which only guts the agency’s ability to enforce the laws; 

 Support the efforts of the House Agriculture Committee to initiate hearings 
on the role excessive Wall Street oil speculation is having on gas prices; 

 Support revitalizing the Dept of Justice Task Force on Speculation, started 
last July, 2011 – something the DOJ indicated it would consider doing this 
week. 

Attached: 
 
CME/NYMEX WTI Crude Oil contract chart from 3/28/2012 
 
CME/NYMEX RBOB Gasoline contract chart from 3/27/2012 
 
2/29/2012 Letter from the Commodity Markets Oversight Coalition to House and 
Senate Appropriations on the Importance of Supporting the President’s budget for 
the CFTC for FY 2013 
 
3/12/2012 Letter from House Committee on Agriculture Members calling for 
Hearings on Speculation 
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